
                                            ARLA Mod Footy Laws Quiz   

1. From the kick off by BLUE, the ball hits the corner post on the full. What is your decision? Answer 

(a) Penalty to RED at the centre of the half way line.  

(b) Goal line drop out.  

2. A penalty kick for touch by RED goes over the dead ball line on the full. Is it a:- 
Answer 

 

(a) Goal line drop out by BLUE.  

(b) Quarter-way drop out by BLUE.  

3. 
RED grubber kicks a ball in general play. The ball is regathered by BLUE who is tackled in the BLUE in 
goal area. Is it a:- 

Answer 
 

(a) Goal line drop out by BLUE.  

(b) Handover to BLUE at the point of the kick by RED.  

4. 
RED kicks a low kick in general play. BLUE attempts to catch the ball. The ball touches BLUE and rolls 
backwards into touch. Is it a:- 

Answer 

(a) Handover to RED, 10 metres in from where the ball entered touch.  

(b) Scrum, to RED 10 metres in from where the ball entered touch.  

5. 
RED is awarded a penalty. RED taps the ball, runs and passes the ball to another onside RED player 
who is tackled. your decision is:- 

Answer 
 

(a) Play the ball, tackle 1.  

(b) Play the ball, zero tackle.  

6. 
RED plays the ball on tackle 3, eight metres out from the RED goal line. The ball goes to the first 
receiver who runs and is tackled 10 metres out from the BLUE goal line. Your Decision is:- 

Answer 
 

(a) Handover to BLUE at the point of the tackle.  

(b) Play the ball by RED, tackle 4.  

7. 
RED is awarded a penalty and elects to kick for touch. The ball is touched by BLUE and then enters 
touch. The referee awards:- 

Answer 

(a) Scrum 10 metres in from touch where the ball entered touch with the loose head and feed to RED.  

(b) Handover to RED 10 metres in from where the ball entered touch.  

8. 
RED kicks in general play and the ball is caught on the full by BLUE on the BLUE quarter-way line. RED 
is late tackled by BLUE at the halfway line. Your decision is:- 

Answer 

(a) Penalty to RED where RED was obstructed at the half way line.  

(b) Penalty to RED where BLUE caught the ball.  

9. 
RED plays the ball. The BLUE marker moves when the ball clears the ruck and tackles the first 
receiver. Your decision is:- 

Answer 

(a) Penalty to RED where BLUE tackles the first receiver.  

(b) Penalty to RED at the point of the play the ball.  

10. 
From the kick off by RED, the ball lands in the field of play and is regathered by a BLUE player who has 
a foot on the touch line. Your decision is:- 

Answer 

(a) Handover to RED 10 metres in from where the ball entered touch.  

(b) Scrum 10 metres in from where the ball entered touch; loose head and feed to BLUE.  



11. RED punt kicks in general play. The ball is caught on the full by BLUE in the BLUE in goal area. Is it a:- Answer 

(a) Quarter-way restart to BLUE.  

(b) Play on.  

12. 
RED knocks on and the ball is regathered by BLUE who runs and passes to another onside BLUE player 
who is tackled into touch. Your decision is:- 

Answer 

(a) Handover to BLUE for the RED knock on.  

(b) Handover to RED 10 metres in from where BLUE entered touch.  

13. RED kicks in general play. The ball goes over the BLUE dead ball line on the full. Your decision is? Answer 

(a) Quarter-way restart by BLUE.  

(b) Handover at the point of the kick by RED.  

14. 
BLUE restarts play with a quarter-way drop out. The ball lands in the field of play and rolls over the 
touch line at the halfway line. Your decision is? 

Answer 

(a) Play the ball by BLUE, 10 metres in from where the ball entered touch.  

(b) Play the ball by RED, 10 metres in from where the ball entered touch.  

15. 
RED attempts to score in the BLUE in-goal area and hits the corner post prior to forcing the ball. The 
referee awards:- 

Answer 

(a) Goal line drop out to BLUE.  

(b) Quarter-way restart to BLUE.  

16. RED charges down a kick by BLUE. RED regathers the ball. Runs and is tackled. Your decision is:- Answer 

(a) Zero tackle.  

(b) Tackle 1.  

17. 
From a scrum the ball is passed by the halfback to the first receiver who runs and is tackled. Your 
decision is:- 

Answer 

(a) Handover at the point of the tackle.  

(b) Play the ball, tackle 1.  

18. 
At a restart from halfway, BLUE kicks a high ball towards the touch line that just goes the required 
distance with the chasing BLUE players tackling a RED player just as he catches the ball on the full. 
Your decision is:- 

Answer 

(a) Handover to RED at the middle of the halfway line.  

(b) Play the ball to RED, tackle 0.  

19. 
RED plays the ball midfield on tackle 3. The RED acting half passes the ball to the first receiver who 
chip kicks over the BLUE defensive line, follows through and regathers the ball before being tackled 
by a BLUE defender. You signal:- 

Answer 

(a) Handover to BLUE at the point of the tackle.  

(b) Play the ball, tackle 4.  

20. 
BLUE plays the ball after the fourth tackle 10 metres out from RED's goal line. The acting half passes 
to the first receiver who grubber kicks into the RED in-goal. A fellow BLUE player regathers the ball 
cleanly but is tackled in the in-goal unable to ground the ball. You recommence play with:- 

Answer 

(a) Scrum 10 metres out from the RED goal line with BLUE having the loose head and feed.  

(b) BLUE to play the ball 10 metres out from the RED goal line, tackle 5.  
  


